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Abstract
A considerable amount of evidence from several intona-

tion languages (e.g., German, English, Italian) supports the
idea thatF0 peak timing, height, and shape variables form a
feature bundle, which is used to encode two-fold intonational
(e.g., sentence-level) pitch accent distinctions such as L+H*
vs. L*+H. The three types of features in the bundle can be
weighted differently but the outcome seems to be functionally
equivalent. In this sense, they are ‘substitute phonetic features’.
This paper presents data from two distinct prosodic dialect types
of Swedish, a pitch-accent language, suggesting that theseF0

variables can also be used independently of each other in or-
der to encode two different contrasts (i.e., a three-fold con-
trast), each of which phonetically and functionally related to
the L+H* vs. L*+H distinction in an intonation language. For
Central Swedish, we observe two peak raising strategies which
go along with differently shaped rises: ‘extending’ (= faster
rise) and ‘shifting’ (= slower rise), which tend to be used to
signal ‘speaker-related’ emphasis (e.g., ‘surprise’) or ‘message-
related’ emphasis (e.g., ‘correction’), respectively. For South-
ern Swedish, we observe an ‘extended’ peak and an ‘extended
and delayed’ peak.
Index Terms: Intonation, prosody, focal accent, word accent,
Swedish, emphasis, paralinguistic

1. Introduction
The timing of pitch events is widely assumed to be crucial
for the encoding of both lexical and intonational contrasts in
many languages. Well-established examples from intonation
languages include the three-fold distinction between theearly
(H+L*), medial (H*), and the late peak (L*+H) of German,
used to signal, roughly, ‘matter-of-fact’ vs. ‘new’ vs. ‘con-
trastive information’ [1]; as well as the two-fold contrast be-
tween L+H* and L*+H in Neapolitan Italian, encoding a narrow
focus statement vs. a yes/no question [2].

What is modelled in terms of different timings or tonal as-
sociations, may, but need not be strictly realised in terms of
the timing of anF0 event. An illustration of this is provided
in Fig. 1c, displaying typical realisations of theearly/ medial/
latecontrast in German. While the early (H+L*) peak is distin-
guished clearly from the medial (H*) peak in terms of timing,
the phonetic distinction betweenmedialand late is, in this ex-
ample, a matter of a later, higher, and temporally extended peak
in lateas compared tomedial.

In the present paper, we focus strictly on intonational (i.e.
sentence-level) contrasts as encoded byF0 peaks with a timing
within or after the accented vowel, such as typically in (L+)H*
and L*+H in German or Italian. For this specific prosodic con-
dition, it has been suggested thatF0 heightandtimingcan func-
tion as ‘substitute phonetic features’ [3], in the sense that a
delayedF0 peak can enhance the effect of, or even replace a

raisedF0 peak, a claim very much in line with the observation
in Fig. 1c.

The idea of substitute features is generally supported, and
even extended, by some recent perception experiments on Ger-
man H* vs. L*+H [1] and American English L+H* vs. L*+H
[4], which both studied the perceptual relevance ofpeak shape
features. As a main result, a faster rise [1] or a ‘scooped’ (as
opposed to a ‘domed’) rise [4] both introduce a bias towards
perceiving a later peak timing, i.e. L*+H.

We can hence assume afeature bundleof three types of
substitute features:F0 timing,height, andshapevariables. Fur-
ther support for including peak shape variables in this bundle
comes from studies on the perception of plateau- (as opposed
to peak-) shaped realisations of pitch accents [5, 6], as well as
from production studies (e.g., [7]).

This brief review suggests that different types ofF0 manip-
ulations may have equivalentfunctional effects: Given a cer-
tain (sentence-level) functional contrast – such as new vs. con-
trastive in German; statement vs. question in Italian – where one
of the categories is signalled by means of a ‘relatively early’F0

peak (such as H*), the other category (L*+H) may be encoded
by anF0 gesture that isdelayed,raised, ordifferently shapedin
a critical way.
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Figure 1:Typical realisations of the Swedish word accents I and
II in (a) Southern and (b) Central Swedish, compared to (c) the
three-fold contrast of sentence-level pitch accents in German.
StylisedF0-curves based on authentic productions of a short
phrase: Swedish accent I (a&b):det var med bilen‘by car’;
Swedish accent II (a&b):det var med bilar‘with cars’; Ger-
man (c): im November‘in November’. Dotted lines delimit the
rhyme of the stressed syllable (in parentheses: duration in ms);
Von = stressed vowel onset;Soff = stressed syllable offset.
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This conclusion does not, however, exclude the possibility
thateach of theF0 variables under discussion can be used dis-
tinctively by itself. For instance, pitch timing [8, 9] as well as
pitch height or shape variables [10, 11] can be distinctive in the
encoding of lexical tonal contrasts.

In this paper, we present data from Central and Southern
Swedish, which suggest that – in conditions equivalent to the
medial/late(H* vs. L*+H) contrast of German –F0 peak tim-
ing, height, and shape features not only function as substitute
features, but also independently of each other in order to en-
code finer (sentence-level) functional contrasts.

1.1. Tonal prosody in Central and Southern Swedish

Swedish has a tonal contrast at the word level (Accent I vs. Ac-
cent II). As for sentence intonation, two basic types of Swedish
dialects can be distinguished: those that mark focus by means
of an additional tonal peak and those that do not [12]. The two
dialects dealt with in this paper represent these two types.

In Southern Swedish, theF0 contour of an utterance is
mostly a result of the tonal patterns that encode the word ac-
cents. Each word accent is typically realised as a rising-falling
F0 movement, timed later for Accent II than for Accent I (see
Fig. 1). Focus is signalled through an increasedF0 range in the
focused word [13]. This is different in Central Swedish, where
focus is signalled by an additional tonal movement: thefocal
accent(sentence accentin [8]), which is realised after the word
accent gesture (see the two-peaked patterns in Fig. 1b).

The current paper studies Accent I materials only. The im-
portant aspect to be learned from this brief introduction is that
theF0 peak occurring within the stressed syllable in Accent I
represents theword accentgesture inSouthernSwedish, while
it represents thesentenceaccent inCentralSwedish.

2. Method

The data presented here has been collected in [14] and [15],
where a full account of the methods and materials can be found.
Both data sets (Southern and Central Swedish) were recorded
based on a common set of materials: The test phrasei november
‘in November’ was elicited in a number of conditions, repre-
senting a variety of ‘discourse contexts’. A condition was made
up, first, of a written context, presented to subjects on a com-
puter screen; in some conditions, the written context was fol-
lowed by an audio prompt: a context question, which was pre-
recorded by a dialect-matched speaker and presented via head-
phones. Following this context (either text only or both text and
audio prompt), the target sentence was presented, which was
to be read aloud by the subject and audio-recorded. The target
sentence consisted of the test phrase, with some minor additions
depending on the condition, such as ‘Wow! In November! Not
bad!’. An example of a complete condition is presented in (1).

(1) Corrective response (text and audio prompt)
Written context:Du är polis och tr̈affar en gammal kol-

lega. Ni sm̊apratar lite om jobbet.
You are a police officer and meet an old colleague.
You talk about your job.

Audio context question:Och du tar din semester alltså i
oktober igen, d̊a?
You’re going on holiday in October again, right?

Target sentence:Nej! I november.
No! In November.

Five of the test conditions are discussed here for Central
Swedish: (a)new-information response: henceforth,NEW,
similar structure as (1), lacking the contrastive component (‘In
November.’); (b)corrective response: COR, see (1); (c)excla-
mation: EXC (‘Ok! In November! Now I understand.’); (d)
surprised feedback: SUR (‘Wow! In November! Not bad!’); fi-
nally, (e)question: QUE (‘And when is your exam? In Novem-
ber?’). Four out of these conditions – all butQUE – are also
discussed for Southern Swedish.

A comment on the condition-dependent additional words
such as ‘No!’ or ‘Wow!’ might be in order. A risk with us-
ing such words might be that they already convey the discourse
function or expressive meaning to be elicited (e.g., ‘correction’,
‘surprise’) in a sufficient manner, making it less necessary to
also express, say, correction or surprise intonationally on the
target phrase. However, these additions were regarded useful
for reinforcing the intended interpretation of the test condition,
i.e. as a support for the subjects. As the results will show, the
test phrase was indeed intoned differently in the different con-
ditions, despite the additional words.

Five repetitions of each condition were recorded by each
speaker. The data presented here are based on nine adult speak-
ers for each dialect (five females in both groups).

F0 data were normalised for both time and speaker, in or-
der to support visual presentation and comparison of the data
such as to make it possible to calculate meanF0 contours across
several repetitions of the same intonation patterns, either for
a single speaker or across speakers. Time normalisation was
achieved by taking ten temporally equidistantF0 measurements
for each segment; the utterances were segmented into six pho-
netic sections, according to the following broad phonetic tran-
scription, representing a possible Central Swedish realisation:
[i n] [U] [V] [E] [m] [b@ô].

Speaker normalisation was achieved by relatingF0 values
in semitones to a subjects’ baseF0 valueFb [16]. For estima-
tion ofFb and further details on data processing, see [15].

All tokens were labeled according to a simple scheme, clas-
sifying it as one of a few, dialect-dependent, pattern types. For
instance, all tokens of Central Swedish discussed in this paper
were of the type ‘non-early’ [14], referring to a focalF0 peak
realised after the onset on the stressed vowel. All tokens aver-
aged in a mean curve are of the same basic pattern type.

3. Results
3.1. Central Swedish

Results for Central Swedish, across all nine speakers as well
as individually for five selected speakers, are plotted in Fig-
ure 2. In the average across all speakers (Fig. 2a), the fol-
lowing pattern seems to emerge: In conditionNEW, speakers
produce a rising-fallingF0 pattern across the stressed and the
post-stress syllable (-vember). This pattern reflects the focal ac-
cent of Central Swedish (see 1.1). When defining the accent
pattern observed inNEW as a baseline, the patterns observed
in the remaining conditions could be conceived of as variants
of the focal accent pattern found inNEW, which all share the
common feature of a ‘raised’F0 peak, as compared toNEW.

A closer look at these average curves reveals a more nu-
anced analysis, as there seem to be different types of ‘raising’
involved: In SUR, for instance, the accentual rise starts off at
approximately the sameF0 level as inNEW, while the level
reached at the end of rise is much higher than inNEW. In other
words, therangeof the rise is clearly extended. This seems to
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(a) All nine speakers, Central Swedish
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(b) Female speaker SF1
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(c) Female speaker SF2
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(d) Female speaker SF4
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(e) Male speaker SM2
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Figure 2:MeanF0 contours (N in parentheses) for Central Swedish speakers: (a) average across all nine speakers; N=45 where no
tokens are missing; (b-f) individual plots for five selected speakers (N=5 for SM3, all conditions). The normalised time scale indicates
the number of measurements; vertical lines are segment boundaries. Segments are labelled orthographically.

be different inCOR, where the entire rising movement, includ-
ing the onset level, seems to be shifted upwards, while the range
seems to be kept constant.

These two basic strategies ofF0 peak raising – i.e.,shifting
vs. extending– seem to be present in the intonational repertoire
of some speakers, but absent in others. Most clearly, speaker
SM2 (Fig. 2e) differentiates between all five conditions by em-
ploying two gradual steps of each of the two strategies, counted
from the baseline (NEW). A distinction between the two strate-
gies, or at least traces of it, is observed for six speakers in total
(four of which are included in Fig. 2: SF1, SF4, SM2, and
SM3), with some restrictions or alternations: For instance, SF1
combines theshiftingandextendingstrategies in conditionQUE

(see Fig.2b). Despite this variability, there is a tendency for
a differential usage of the two strategies: For the six relevant
speakers,extendingis clearly preferred in conditionSUR, while
shifting is preferred inQUE and COR; for EXT, extendingand
shiftingwas observed in three speakers each.

Finally,shiftingseems to be realised differently by different
speakers: some seem to perform aregistershift already from the

onset of the utterance (see, e.g.,COR vs. NEW in speaker SF1,
or EXC vs. NEW in SM3; Fig. 2); for others, the shifting seems
to increase gradually from the utterance onset (e.g., SM2). In
both cases, however, the result is a rather slow or shallow rise
in comparison to the rise resulting fromextendingthe peak.

3.2. Southern Swedish

For Southern Swedish, the most crucial result in the present
context comes out sufficiently well in an average plot across
all nine speakers (Fig. 3). In contrast to the case of Central
Swedish, we only take into account four of the conditions. As
a first observation, theF0 pattern produced in conditionCOR

does not seem to differ crucially from the pattern inNEW. That
said, there still might be prosodic differences, e.g. in terms of
durations, which we neglect in this paper.

Turning to EXC and SUR, we observe a sharper rise with
an extended range in both conditions, when compared toNEW,
which is mainly achieved by a lowering of the rise onset. How-
ever,EXC andSURalso differ clearly from each other, in that the
peak isdelayedin EXC, while, instead, it seems to be slightly
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All nine speakers, South Swedish

i n o v e m ber

NEW (28)
COR (29)
EXC (43)
SUR (35)

Figure 3: MeanF0 contours (N in parentheses) for Southern
Swedish speakers; N=45 where no tokens are missing. For fur-
ther explanations, see Fig. 2.

raised in SUR (in comparison to bothNEW andEXC). This re-
sults in a clear acoustic (and perceptual, which is, however, not
confirmed by listening tests yet) distinction between the three
conditionsNEW, EXC, andSUR.

4. Discussion
The test conditions included in this study –correction, excla-
mation, surprised feedback, and question– may all be said to
involve the addition of emphasis of some sort, in relation to the
baseline conditionnew-information response. It is well known
that emphasis is often, cross-linguistically, realised by means
of prosodic prominence, and increased prosodic prominence in
turn is often achieved by ‘increasing’ the accentualF0 gesture.
It was therefore quite expected to observe a ‘raising’ or ‘ex-
tension’ of theF0 peak in our conditions. However, unexpect-
edly, for each of the two dialects, we observedtwo different
strategiesof encoding additional emphasis by means of differ-
ent combinations of timing, height, and/or shape variables, used
to distinguish between different types of emphasis, i.e. different
conditions in the present study.

Speakers of Southern Swedish varied peakshape and
height, on the one hand, to distinguishSUR from NEW, while
they manipulateshape and timing, on the other hand, to dis-
tinguish EXC from NEW, suggesting that timing alone might
suffice to distinguish between the expression ofsurpriseand
exclamation(for further discussion, see [15]).

Turning to Central Swedish, the results suggest two differ-
ent basic strategies ofF0 peak ‘raising’:shiftingvs. extending
the focalF0 peak, where, roughly,extendingimplies a manipu-
lation of peakheight andshape(= faster rise), whileshifting
mainly implies a manipulation ofheight (while preserving a
rather slow rise). They seem to be applied by a majority of
speakers, with certain degrees of freedom. For those speakers
who made a distinction,SUR was most often realised using the
extendingstrategy, whileshifting was preferred for bothQUE

andCOR. Thus, there seems to be at least some correlation be-
tween the choice of strategy and the ‘linguistic quality’ of the
test condition: Both conditionsEXC and SUR seek to elicit a
certain flavour of expressiveness, and are thus ‘speaker-related’,
whereasQUE andCOR are ‘message-related’.

To sum up, two quite different phenomena were observed
for the two dialects of Swedish included in this study, which,
however, are similar in a crucial respect: Speakers from both
dialects seemed to group the conditions by means of different

phonetic strategies, but these groups were different for Southern
(NEW/COR vs. EXC vs. SUR) and Central Swedish (NEW vs.
COR/QUE vs. SUR, where results forEXC were unclear).

What the results for Central and Southern Swedish have in
common is that speakers of both dialects usedF0 peak timing,
height, or shape variables in order to define, although not in the
same way, twodifferentphonetic strategies in order to distin-
guish betweendifferentemphasis-eliciting conditions.

Recall that this result is different from what is typically
found for intonation languages: Even for German, it is reason-
able to assume that timing, height, or shape features alone might
be able to signal additional emphasis (typically modelled as an
L*+H accent) compared to an H* baseline [1, 17]. However,
we would not expectdifferentstrategies such as those observed
in the present study to be used to distinguish say, a correction
from a surprised feedback. Rather, our conditionsCOR, EXC,
andSUR would be encoded by the same strategy (possibly dis-
tinguished by means of gradual variants of that strategy) – ba-
sically, a somewhat delayed, raised, or sharpenedF0 peak as
compared toNEW, i.e. using peak timing, height, and shape
variables as a bundle of substitute, rather than independent fea-
tures – which is indeed what was found in [14] using equivalent
German materials.

The original research question in [14] was to test whether
speakers of Central Swedish – a language with a lexical pitch
distinction – would make similar intonational distinctions as
German. Given the simplicity of the lexical pitch-accent sys-
tem in Swedish, it is not surprising that Swedish may exhibit
a similar intonational repertoire as German. It is noteworthy,
however, that both Central and Southern Swedish seem to make
even finer intonational distinctions than German, at least as far
as the conditions of this study are concerned.

In this connection, we should point that a detailed discus-
sion of possible implications for the intonationalphonologyof
the Swedish dialects investigated is outside the scope of this
paper. Some of the differences observed between conditions
should certainly be regarded as within-category, or ‘paralinguis-
tic’ [18] variations of the word accent (Southern Swedish) or the
focal accent gesture (Central Swedish), respectively. However,
clarifying whether this applies to all of the distinctions observed
in the present data, and whether this also might apply to the Ger-
manmedial/latedistinction (which is typically notated H* vs.
L*+H suggesting a phonological distinction), is less relevant in
the present context.

To conclude, in addition to the frequent and well-attested
use ofF0 peak timing, height, and shape variables as ‘substi-
tute phonetic features’ [3] in the signalling of enhanced intona-
tional emphasis, our data suggest that theseF0 variables can be
usedindependentlyof each other, in order to encodedifferent
nuancesof emphasis, such as to distinguish a ‘correction’ from
a ‘surprised’ feedback, or the latter from an ‘exclamation’.

5. Future directions

Future work will attempt to corroborate the present findings
with data from further speakers, including Swedish Accent II
materials, as well as investigate further acoustic measures (such
as durations) and their perceptual relevance.
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